Reverse Engineering is the process of revealing hidden code from class file. It converts garbage to readable English text. The main purpose of Reverse Engineering is to uncover the hidden code when the documentation is poor, missing source file, and developer is no longer available to provide the original code source file. Hacker uses Reverse Engineering to attack the class file to uncover the code. Then, the code can be reused for other purposes without taking any permission from the original author. The class file contains all the information and business rules that will be revealed once Reverse Engineering process attacks. Anti-Reverse Engineering techniques are developed to stop, delay, and prevent Reverse Engineering; one of the most common techniques is Obfuscation. It has many forms of protection such as, changing the names of classes and variables names, hide classes, and change form of code. In this paper, an appraisal will be conducted to study the current Obfuscation techniques. This research proposes a new hybrid technique that is based on obfuscation; the technique will be using mathematics, Unicode, and unknown language to convert the source file to a garbage running file that does same task which normal source file does for java applications.
Introduction
Reverse Engineering is the process of revealing hidden code and special business rules from the class file of any program developed by java programming language. In the development industry, there is always a fight between the code owners and the hackers, each want to claim the ownership of the code, and only the smart one will win the battel, it doesn't matter if they are the owner of the code or not. for each programming language, there are special reversing tools, for example in java programming language, when a program is developed, it produces class file which is compiled to the machine language [1] . The reversing tool that can be used for class file is JAD or Cavaj, these are the de-compilers that can extract the garbage or byte code from the class file to a readable text. It translates java-byte code into readable source code. Companies nowadays have started to use the advantage of Reverse Engineering to re-do or re-develop old applications and software that were developed in the past, for more than thirty years ago. Reverse Engineering offers a very good advantage where the developer does not have to develop a fresh new software where it is possible to take the old one and just edit on it [2] . This way, the company can save time, money, and even staff. It is obvious that Reverse Engineering salves the problem of obsolete applications, but it has drifted to another path, where the hackers were interested to break the commercial applications and re-use the code for their own benefit, some companies will use the Reverse Engineering to reverse other company's code and edit on it and resell It for its own benefit [3] .
Nowadays developers inherit so many applications and systems, such as banking systems, health systems, vendors systems, switching. These systems are old yet still exist until today because of the Reverse Engineering technology. Software maintenance has become easy and adaptable because of the methods and techniques provided by Reverse Engineering. New type of programmers existed, they are Reverse Engineers, all they do is to break a system or a program by using any of the tools provided by the Reverse Engineering, the purpose of doing this process is to get the code and enhance it or copy it to another similar program, the reason they are doing that is to save time and coast [4] . Reversers have found an easy way to break any system or application and steal the code for their own benefit. Reverse Engineering has opened a lot of opportunities for improvements and for stealing intellectual property, until it went out of control. Due to this illegal process of Reverse Engineering, programmers have come out with Anti-Reverse Engineering tools only when the court is no longer able to protect the intellectual property. Currently in the programming industry there is so many Anti-Reverse Engineering tools and methods available to use wisely [5] .
Appraisal of the Current Anti Reverse Engineering Tools and Techniques

Reverse Engineering Tools
The main purpose of Reverse Engineering is to extract information from the class file such as business rules, special code, classes and methods. There are two main reverse engineering tools, Disassembler and De-compiler.
Disassembler
This tool is used to translate the hexadecimal text into human readable text. IDAPro is used to disassemble hexadecimal text. The main process of this tool is to treat the executable file as a structured object that is created from a database representing the source code [6] . This tool contains FLIRT (Fast Library Identification and Recognition Technology) is an algorithm that contains a file that looks for the program file directory. there will be 2 files which are allowed in the current process, the first one is when the IDA is loaded and the second permit when IDA determines the processor type [7] .
De-Compiler
The De-Compiler is known of converting the garbage in the class file to readable text. For instance, if the code is written in java programming language, the reversing tool will be JAD-java or CAVAJ; these tools will generate the actual code from the class file. With Reverse Engineering tools the client can reverse the class file to get the source code and re-use it for their own benefits without permission from the original author. They can get business rules, secret techniques hidden in the code. Then it is difficult from the author to claim ownership to the code [8] .
Reverse Engineering Tools
The purpose of developing or creating Anti-reverse engineering techniques is the obvious danger faced by many companies from illegal Reverse Engineering, security issues and piracy have increased, and the threat of losing the ownership of the intellectual property. Due to the problem occurred because of illegal use of Reverse Engineering, many tools have been developed to stop it or at least delay it for some amount of time. Following is some of the tools to prevent Reverse Engineering [9] .
Code Packing
This technique is very common and well known for protection. In code packing, a transformation of the original code to be packed and compressed or encrypted. The packed code will be associated with a restoration routine that is used to trigger the original code and setting. During the process of packing, the code will pass by several. First step, initially, the code will be stored in the memory to get packed, second step is to be transferred into another memory which can be called buffer, and finally get registration for unpacking. Code packing did not prove itself strong enough to protect intellectual property. Hackers have developed a tool that is called unpacking tool that can unpack the packed code using the registration routine. Unpacking tool can get the hidden binary code. Most known tool for unpacking is PEID, it uses pattern matching approach to check the executable file with signature database to define the packing method used to pack the code before creating executable file [10] .
Code Obfuscation
This method transforms the look of the code to make it puzzle. It transforms the code into a complex structure that is difficult to understand. Renaming the class file, methods, and variables is one of the common methods used in obfuscation. Renaming may mislead and confuse the reverse while trying to get some sense of the code. This technique is applied in the source file. Reverse Engineering process does not care about the name of the file, or class or variable, the reverser can always rename the renamed classes and files and variables to get some sense of the code, the java IDE usually provides automatic renaming tool where the reverser can use it to rename all the names needed to be renamed [11] .
Binary Level Obfuscation
This technique is based on three steps of code conversion. First step, the instruction of running code is replaced with binary level control. Second step, during the running time, there will be restoration and re-obfuscation to change the original code. Third step is inserting additional binary level of instructions. This binary level will be inserted before the obfuscated instruction. Due to the adding of obfuscation level, when the static analysis runs on the obfuscated code, run time errors will occur. However, the address of the controlled instructions is still available which means the obfuscated code can be revealed, after that the dynamic analysis with step by step execution can reveal the original code [12] .
Design Level Obfuscation
The purpose of Design level obfuscation is to prevent dynamic analysis. It depends on three procedures to insure protection. Server, Client-Start-Up, and Client. In this design, the server and client will have to interact with each other via a location of a shared memory, which will be created by the server. The client will execute as a zombie to prevent the debugger from dynamic Reverse Engineering, this process will force the attacker to do static analysis. Since the client is executing as a zombie, it is not possible to present itself as INIT process which is hard for the debugger to analyse. This technique supports parallel processing systems if and only the client code is written in parallel. Otherwise this technique will affect the performance of the system. The performance will be highly reduced. This technique does not suite and not compatible with parallel processing where the code and data are shared between multiple threads [13] .
This technique works on source file where the developer must change the arrangement of the code to confuse the attacker while reading the code. There are quite many transformation techniques as follows; 
Control Flow Transformation
This concept includes aggregation and re-ordering and redundant computation. a. The aggregation process will change the computations, while execution of the code, an opaque predicates and variables with known values to the original code. b. The reordering process will randomize the order of expressions, statements, and loops while keeping the basic blocks integrated [16] .
Data Abstraction
This concept does name modifications, updating inheritance relations and changing the stricter of data arrays. Creating dummy classes and increasing the complexity of the program. It is based on increasing the level of inheritance. This method is going against one of the software quality factors, which is decreasing the complexity to ease editing and updating. This concept trades readability quality factor for protection [17] . Data abstraction modifies the data structure that is used in the program. It increases the complexity of the code by changing the operations of arrays, stacks, queues and other data structures contained in program [18] .
Code Shield
This technique targets the class file. It controls the flow of the code, reduces the size of the executable file, and supports all standard and enterprise applications developed by java. This tool is meant to easily obfuscate names of classes and easily control the flow of the program [19] .
Lexical Obfuscation
According to (Zhang, X.et.al, 2008) , there are several techniques and methods to apply obfuscation on the source file such as Lexical obfuscation, Layout obfuscation, Data obfuscation, Control flow obfuscation, Inter-classes obfuscation. This type of obfuscation is used to change or remove information of the lexical of the compiler and debugging information, comments, and scramble identifiers from the byte code. If this technique is used alone, it won't be strong enough to protect the code; it must be used with some other techniques to guarantee protection [20] .
Layout Obfuscation
The Layout Obfuscation aims at the inheritance of the classes and methods in the source file. The purpose of this technique is to complicate the business rules and logic. In the layout Obfuscation, there is adding more operators and operations along with the code to make the reading difficult [21] .
Control-flow Obfuscation
The purpose of Control-flow obfuscation is to change the logical control structure of the statements of the code. The statements that will be changed are loops and conditional structure. This method modifies the actual flow of loops and shows the virtual flow which performs the same operation as the real loop. This change will be in the source file. One must note, reading the code after this change will be difficult [22] .
Byte Code Obfuscation
When a program is developed in java a byte code will be generated, the byte code can be called the mirror of the actual code. It contains characters and symbols from the original source code. Reverse engineers or crackers have exposed the secrets of the byte code that's why it is easy now to develop software in such a short time, but this will be called illegal development because there is no permission from the author granted [23] . Some companies hire reverse engineers to break up license of their developed software for them to increase the security. The source code and byte code obfuscation are the most effective techniques to be used to protect the original code and prevent the threats of reverse engineering. SCO is most known technique to replace all the class of software with ambiguity, such as to replace names of classes, methods, and variables with the unclear names, to make it hard to understand, if the reverser tries to read. BCO-Byte code obfuscation is a technique that replaces the original class files another class files that are difficult to decompile and re-compile [24] .
Java Obfuscators Tools
There are many tools that are used to prevent Reverse Engineering. The tools usually protect the executable file. Below are some of the common tools used in the industry;
Zelix Klass Master
This is an obfuscation tool that reduces size of the byte code. It renames the actual names and changes the flow of the code. It does stack trace translation and change the logs [25] .
Y-Guard
This tool is used to protect the source file from possible threats that may attack the source code. The obfuscation technique that is used by this tool will replace the package, class, method, class, methods, and field names with some random characters that are difficult to understand. Also reduces the size of the class and jar [26] .
Pro-Guard
This tool does obfuscating and optimization. It is free to use for java class file. However, it is like other tools to reduce the size of the file that contains the byte code after obfuscating. This tool looks for the unused classes, fields, methods, and attributes in the source file. It also optimizes the Java byte code and shortens all unused instructions. It can rename the classes, methods, and fields to protect your source code [27] .
Limitation of the Obfuscation Techniques and Tools
Most of the tools and techniques are aiming to change the flow of the code or rename the classes and methods. Or apply protection on the class file by hiding the byte code. Reverse Engineering tools are very strong to rename again the classes and methods to understandable names, if they don't do this feature; the current IDE for java does the renaming easily, so the cracker can make some sense of the code. The Reversing tools can also get the registration file, reveal hidden business rules and rearrange again the flow of the code [28] . Most of the Anti-reverse engineering tools seem to focus on source file which is good factor, but the protection that they are using is not strong enough to stop the illegal use of Reverse Engineering, whereas, they focus on changing the flow of the code or renaming the classes and methods, or adding some unused comments or compressing the size of the source file or pack the code with some registration key to trace [29] . The reversing tools that can unpack, rename, change the flow and create a code that makes sense for the reader to understand. There are some other ways of protections such as limit the time of using the program or allow few times to use the program. After obfuscating the code in the source file, it is still containing some debugging information in the byte code; this information can be used by the reversing tool to trigger the rest of the code. According to the review, until today there is no obfuscating tool that has been proved to be the best tool of protection [30] [31] . The previous techniques and tools to prevent Reverse Engineering. They do don't lock the program itself, as the Reverse Engineering tools are able to break and read the code. The Anti-Reverse Engineering tools are quite weak when it comes to protection. They are not trying to block the process of Reverse Engineering. The aim of this research is to implement a technique that is based on an algorithm which can block the illegal Reverse Engineering process, the algorithm will be applied in the source file.
Contribution
The aim of the current research is to implement a hybrid technique or algorithm that uses obfuscation of the source file. It not prevents the Reverse Engineering, but it prevents Reading, in fact an error should occur during the reversing process. The technique works on converting the code into three levels of conversion.
First level is to convert the English written code into Unicode to ensure that the beginner reverser does not read the actual words.
Second level is to use mathematics to convert the messages into garbage where the reverser and compiler won't be able to read them from the source file or the class file.
Third level is to convert the names of variables and classes into a readable garbage by the compiler but not the reverser. Finally, when compiling the code, the garbage will be converted to garbage, which means, the program will go through two levels of garbage conversion.
Following code is a sample of code before and after obfuscating.
Program takes a specific time then will be expired to ensure that it does not get cracked. The purpose of this protection is to limit the illegal use of the program.
Reverse This tool uses mainly registration and serial number, whereas the user won't be able to use the program unless they register to enter the serial key as required. Some programs will allow the user to use for certain amount of time, if the serial number is not provided during this time, then the program will expire.
Reverse Engineering tools can break these applications because they are considered normal programs since they are not using any real protection technique. Time is not a factor for any reversing tool.
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Targeting the source file, the aim to change the ordinary look of the code and make massy, readable garbage, complicated, and makes no sense if anyone try to read it.
These tools might hide the code somehow. Still reverse engineering process is possible.
The above code is only the first trail sample to proof the concept of the research. As seen, it contains a Unicode, garbage code in the source file. Only two levels are used in this sample of code. Figure 4 presents the outcome of running result after reversing the obfuscated code by using JAD-Java reversing tool Figure 5 presents the outcome of running result after reversing the obfuscated code by using JAD-Java the result of part 2 test using JAD against the same class file 
Conclusion
The prohibited use of reverse engineering has created a lot of cases in the court. It has happened many times that companies stand against each other front of judge in the court and fight the ownership of code, when the fight is taking so long, and none is able to prove for sure the ownership, the judge feels confused and has now ability to decide the ownership of the code claimed. Moreover, only programmers and IT companies understand the programming concepts and principles, which mean a judge who has knowledge only in law and giving the fact only the company with good lawyer, will win the case, it is difficult to fight for ownership. For this reason, developing a good Anti-Reverse Engineering technique is very important to protect intellectual property and keep the ownership. The developed technique in this research is based on three elements, mathematics, and Unicode and garbage code. Classes, variables and methods names will be changes using the mathematics and the garbage code. the complication of this technique is to ensure that reverse and machine won't be able to the language after reversing. 
